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dumps of feathery waving bamboos, native villages, usually
set alongside the silver line of a stream. The hills seemed
surprisingly fertile once we had left the coast road, acres
and acres of rolling, undulating country, and great natural
amphitheatres spreading out beneath us as the 'service5
groaned and panted up the steep cuttings which led to the
summit of the Chaine.
At various points along the road, the driver with a blare
of his klaxon that echoed and re-echoed through the hills
and valleys, pulled in at some roadside hut to drop letters
or some small parcel. Usually there was someone waiting
on the roadside, or a breathless Javanese would come rushing
out to carry in the mail and goods that were left. At one
sharp curve in the road we stopped at one of these isolated
homes, and I could see through the trees along a heavily-
wooded valley, a winch at work pulling up buckets of
chocolate-coloured nickel ore from a shaft at the side of
a creek. Dark humid valleys were covered in semi-tropical
forest, with huge myriad-rooted banyan trees, their branches
hung and festooned with trailing vines; pomelel eanaque
with their beautiful red bottle-brush flowers, the waxy-
leafed crimson-flowered tamanaos and giant kauri trees
growing side by side with banana palms and lantana shrubs.
After the peak of the Chaine had been reached we sat
tight as the driver let, the bus free-wheel down the other
side of the mountains. The driver knew the road and the
car's braking capacity better than I did, and I experienced
a few sickening moments as we rushed along at forty or
fifty miles an hour down a steep pinch that had a drop of a
few hundreds of feet at the end of it, or which ran into a
solid rock wall hundreds of feet high. The driver and most
of the passengers sat there unconcerned as he swung the
hurtling mass of steel screamingly round hairpin bends, using
all his force to pull the wheel round, turning to exchange
some wisecrack with a back-seat passenger every now and
again.
It needed a more courageous man than I to tap him on
the arm every time I saw a potential picture, although he

